REPACK Elden Ring: Deluxe Edition HACK [+ DLC]+ With License Code Free For Windows

The world of Elden Ring, which is split into a number of independent countries, is in an era of peace. In spite of the country of Favilla being weak in power and making a low-profile in the world stage, some of the neighboring countries were beginning to feel threatened by Favilla. When the government of Favilla found out about the location of the
black dragon mines, they decided to start an invasion. The country of Nemea, currently known as the Lander Kingdom, a country established by the vampire king... Just what exactly is this thing, huh? The Land of Necklace... 2700 years ago, the Land of Necklace was founded by the vampire king. The original inhabitants were driven away by the
vampire king's army. It has now become a country where people that come from different races live together peacefully. It is the first to have ever been discovered by the one that is called the God of Destruction. An empire spanning two-thirds of the world! The Land of Necklace is a place where the mythical creatures known as the Hymenaeus
Empire reside. Rounding out the three part of their quest! In the Land of Necklace, the player will be allowed to try their hand at the white dragon, and the legendary red dragon. • 15 chapters to explore over 1400 areas. • An epic one-off novel of over 50,000 words. ABOUT ELDEN DRAGON: The Dragon race was born from the chaos of the Land of
Necklace. At the time, it was unstable, so they were born as a species that can make the other races tremble with fear. While they lived in fear and hid away, they were feared as the Dragon race that destroys everything. Through the human's efforts, they are now able to live alongside the other races peacefully. Hymenaeus Empire, the country that
spans over two-thirds of the world! Its hero is red. It is a race of dragons that have learned about the land of the humans, and the power that they hold. The country of Hymenaeus is guarded by the most powerful battle commander that exists in the universe. An empire where the battleships of the Hymenaeus Empire face off against each other. The
ultimate team-up! Guilds, warriors, and even Knights from all over the world are all gathered in one place! The ultimate combative academy!

Features Key:
Field and Dungeon Exploration
Three-Dimensional Open World
Character Customization and Development
Epic and Multilayered Story
Interconnected Multiplayer

Advancement system:
Class A class that you can create character specs that are focused on a certain play style or weapons. A type of class that offers easy customization, which utilizes the detailed customization options in the weapon creation aspect that covers up most of the character creation aspects. You can choose a class, and then specialize in it to create a
character you enjoy.
High Score Highscores are the rankings for battles you have participated in, such as the number of turns taken to beat a dungeon or victories in the field. Highscores are saved and shared between accounts, so you can see your previous highscores as you progress through the game. You can see your entire highscore list, use the quick-stats, and
compare your scores with others.

Info on Gods:
The various classes that you can choose from, as well as the gods that serve as additional characters.
Unique weapon combinations and mission procedures based on the views and ideas of each god.
Different restrictions and effects on the characteristic of each weapon through the gods.
Their opinions on your actions and dreams.
For more information, please visit
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